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Abstract—We present a Bayesian model that allows to auto-
matically generate fixations/foveations and that can be suitably
exploited for compression purposes. The twofold aim of this work
is to investigate how the exploitation of high-level perceptual cues
provided by human faces occurring in the video can enhance the
compression process without reducing the perceived quality of
the video and to validate such assumption with an extensive and
principled experimental protocol.

To such end, the model integrates top-down and bottom-up cues
to choose the fixation point on a video frame: at the highest level,
a fixation is driven by prior information and by relevant objects,
namely human faces, within the scene; at the same time, local
saliency together with novel and abrupt visual events contribute
by triggering lower level control. The performance of the resulting
video compression system has been evaluated with respect to both
the perceived quality of foveated video clips and the compression
gain with an extensive evaluation campaign, which has eventually
involved 200 subjects.

Index Terms—Face detection, foveated video coding, foveation
filtering, image coding, video quality measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE idea of taking advantage of foveation mechanisms for
video compression has gained some currency in recent

years and foveated video coding has become an appealing re-
search area (for an in-depth review see, for instance, [1]–[3]).
The rationale behind such research effort is intuitively simple.
When looking at a scene in the real world, a human observer
moves his eyes three to four times each second (saccades), to
bring the fovea, the central area of the retina, to fixate different
regions of interest, and such information is integrated across
subsequent fixations in order “to get the full picture” [4], [5].
Most important, the region around the point of fixation is pro-
jected into the fovea and sampled with the highest density and
perceived with the highest contrast sensitivity, both decreasing
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toward periphery. In other terms, there exists redundant high-
frequency information in the peripheral region, which is dis-
carded by our visual system. Thus, given a point of fixation [or
focus-of-attention (FOA)] if an image is artificially created by
removing the undetectable frequencies of the original image, it
appears, under the same viewing conditions, much like the orig-
inal [6].

A great deal of work has been carried over by Bovik et al. to
provide a principled framework to exploit FOAs for achieving
high compression efficiency [1], [2], [7]–[9]. All these proposals
take for granted the positions of the FOAs.

Very recently, an interesting technique has been proposed by
Itti [3] that partially overcomes this hallmark by adopting a neu-
robiological model of visual attention to detect the FOAs. Itti’s
model, however, basically relies upon bottom-up processing of
visual information, which may be a poor model of human ob-
server’s behavior, when relevant objects (such as people, faces,
etc) are part of the observed scene, thus resulting in lower per-
ceived quality of the video compressed through foveation.

In this paper we introduce the following novelties with re-
spect to the state-of-the-art of foveated video coding: 1) the
Bayesian integration of low level cues with high level perceptual
cues provided by faces to enhance the compression process; 2)
the validation of such approach with an extensive and system-
atic experimental procedure based on subjective evaluation.

Bayesian Foveation: The approach we propose, different
from Bovik’s and akin to Itti’s approach, relies on a foveation
model in order to automatically determine the FOA. However,
in contrast to Itti, our model does not rely on bare bottom-up
mechanisms, but attempts to account for the cooperation/com-
petition between bottom-up/spatial-based and top-down/ob-
ject-based cues. Indeed, the integration of bottom-up versus
top-down information, or space-based versus object-based
cues, is essential to answer the fundamental question of atten-
tive vision [10]–[12]: Where is the next potential target of gaze
shifts?

Further, such integration could be a significant advantage for
applications where a good deal of prior information is available
to the encoder [2]. It has been shown that eye movements on
dynamic natural scenes cluster in only a small number of re-
gions with high saliency and that the variability across multiple
presentations is lower than across multiple subjects [13]. For
instance, Stelmach et al. [14] recorded 24 subjects viewing 15
forty-five second clips to determine if viewing behavior can be
incorporated into video coding schemes. They found that there
was substantial agreement among subjects in terms of where
they looked; in another experiment [15], recorded eye move-
ments of 8 subjects were used to determine a predicted gaze
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position. Tosi et al. [16] recorded the eye movements of 10 sub-
jects watching a variety of clips and reported that, qualitatively,
individual differences in scanpaths were relatively small. A re-
cent and accurate study by Goldstein et al. [17] provides evi-
dence that, in contrast to static images, people watching videos
tends to look at the same things, independent of age and gender;
further, taking into account a single region of interest might be
appropriate for varied audiences in many applications.

To overcome some limitations of past proposals, we present
a foveation model that exploits a Bayesian framework to inte-
grate different cues for determining the foveation point on each
frame. Bayesian techniques are the subject of growing interest
in the computer vision community [18]. However, to the best
of our knowledge they have not been used for foveated coding
purposes.

The model controls FOA setting at different levels: at the
highest, perceptual level, the choice is driven by prior informa-
tion available and the presence of relevant objects; meanwhile,
spatial saliency of the scene due to color, texture, motion, com-
bined with novel and abrupt visual events contribute by trig-
gering low level control. In this work, human faces have been
chosen to stand for high level perceptual cues, among other pos-
sible categories of objects, either for their biological relevance
per se [19], and for the interest they share among different appli-
cations such as videoconferencing [2]. Nevertheless, the model
is amenable to embed other categories, or to take into account
more sophisticated and subtle mechanisms such as contextual
priming [20]. Further, we assume that a single FOA is located
on each frame. This choice is motivated on the one hand by con-
sistency with biological vision constraints, such as eye motor
control and fixation point persistence. Also, as discussed above,
taking into account a single FOA is consistent with eye-tracked
behaviors [17] and appropriate for handling different tasks and
applications. On the other hand, such choice opens up the possi-
bility for exploiting the model in real-time video coding appli-
cations, such as videoconference recorded by an active camera
where multiple FOAs are not only unlikely but unfeasible.

Model Validation and Performance Evaluation via Subjective
Evaluation Protocol: The proposed approach is first challenged
by directly comparing the automatically generated scanpath to a
“reference” one. This comparison has been performed by mea-
suring the distance between the positions of the FOAs found
by our model with respect to the reference ones. The “refer-
ence” scanpath has been obtained by a suitable merge of the
scanpaths of 30 human observers as recorded by an eye-tracking
device. Such a validation procedure is a challenging task, since
eye movements depend on many factors, often involving high
cognitive level of understanding the semantic and affective con-
tents of the scene [4], [10]. Moreover, different observers exhibit
different eye movement idiosyncrasies, depending on personal
preferences, culture, age, neuromuscular ability and so on [4],
[5].

Second, the performance of the video compression system
is evaluated with respect to the perceived quality of foveated
video clips. Such quality measure is obtained through the stan-
dard MOS procedure [21] during a large measurement campaign
involving 100 subjects.

Third, the improvement in the perceived quality of com-
pressed video clips due to the use of faces versus pure bottom-up
cues is measured by following the standard ACR protocol III-C
[21] during a campaign involving 60 subjects.

Eventually, the compression gain has been evaluated by
varying the quantization parameter of the MPEG codecs. The
gain due to foveation is measured by comparing the size of
foveated versus unfoveated compressed files, with special em-
phasis on the cases when, due to the setting of the quantization
parameter, the foveated and unfoveated video clips exhibit
similar perceived quality.

Note that Bovik suggested some measures of quality tailored
to meet foveated coding requirements, and successfully used
them to develop algorithms for rate control optimization, mo-
tion estimation enhancement, error-resiliency. These measures,
however, have never been compared systematically against the
quality perceived by human observers. On the other hand, Itti
measures the quality of his video compressing algorithm only
indirectly, by measuring the correspondence between the scan-
paths of human observers and those provided by the model,
and implicitly assuming that the higher the correspondence the
higher the perceived quality of the video.

II. THE FOVEATION MODEL

We want to estimate, at time , the target position in
terms of the maximum posterior probability (MAP rule) of fo-
cusing a location (in image coordinates ), given
the observed features and the presence of objects of in-
terest in the scene labeled by

(1)

The set of labels can index any category of objects, but in the
work presented here, as previously discussed, it will indicate the
specific category of human faces. The observed features can be
generally partitioned into low level features and object depen-
dent features, (in the following, to
simplify notation, we will omit spatial dependency on ). Low
level features are vectors encoding color, texture, motion,
contrast measures, etc.; since dealing with faces, object-based
features , relate to skin, eye, nose and mouth properties.

The posterior density can be written as

(2)

where indeed the joint distribution accounts for
high level information of spatial relevance of a location
when an object is present. Perceptual effects on the choice of
the fixation point, can be made explicit by further developing

, through Bayes rule

(3)

The likelihood term, by using the fact that , can
be written as

(4)
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The first term represents the likelihood of object dependent fea-
tures, while the second term accounts for the likelihood of ob-
serving specific low-level features (e.g., color) when an object
of interest is present in the scene. Since here we are considering
faces, the latter models the likelihood of observing skin colored
regions, as provided by skin detection, and the former validates
the candidate skin regions as representing faces, on the basis of
specific face features such as eyes, nose etc. The prior
can be developed as

(5)

where models the behavior of an ideal observer gazing
at location when an object of interest of type is present,
while is simply the prior probability that objects of type

may occur in the scene.
The normalizing term is simplified as

follows:

(6)

by assuming that features are conditionally independent
from object dependent features and by granting uni-
form probability to . This way can be thought
of, in the same vein of Torralba [11], as low-level saliency
information biasing top-down information as provided by

.
Going back to (2), we let the term account for the

probability that an object is present when certain features are
observed. We will shape this simply as an “alerting” term: when
observed features indicate that some novel event is occurring,
then, in the absence of knowledge, attention may be deployed
to such event. In this perspective, we let such probability depend
only on low level cues available, i.e., .

Eventually, by rewriting (1) using (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6), we
can estimate gaze fixation as:

(7)
Equation (7) straightforwardly shows that FOA is set by
weighting perceptual cues (likelihoods and priors in the nu-
merator) with spatiotemporal low-level cues (denominator),
and thus chosen in terms of cooperation/competition between
object-based and spatial-based attention.

Note that if no perceptual information is available (uniform
distributions at the numerator), the FOA is selected on the basis
of low-level cues; clearly, if also novel events are not considered,
then , namely, the FOA is
selected as the most salient point, just like in the model proposed
by Itti et al. [3], [22].

In the following we provide details on the terms of (7).

A. Low Level Constraints: Saliency and Novelties

In order to model densities describing low-level infor-
mation, namely saliency and novelties ,
a set of low level features must be extracted, namely

, contrast, motion, and novelty
features, respectively.

1) Saliency: From a color video sequence, early visual fea-
tures such as color opponents red/green and blue/yellow, in-
tensity and orientation (4 orientations via Gabor bandpass fil-

tering) are computed in a set of feature maps based on retinal
input and represented using 4-level pyramids (see [22], for im-
plementation details). Then, center-surround operations, are im-
plemented as differences between fine and coarser scales for a
given feature. One feature type encodes for on/off image inten-
sity contrast, two encode for red/green and blue/yellow double-
opponent channels and four encode for local orientation con-
trast. The contrast pyramids for intensity, color, and orientation
are summed across scales into three separate conspicuity maps
[22], obtaining the vector of contrast features .

Motion features encode motion activity in terms of local
speed where velocity components

are obtained by using Anandan’s optical flow al-
gorithm [23], based on a pyramidal coarse-to-fine matching
performed on the intensity channel of the original color frame.
A coarse estimate of the displacement field obtained from pairs
of lower resolution images are used to obtain more accurate
estimates at the next (finer) level.

Due to sub-sampling of low resolution images, the match
template size can be kept constant for all stages of computa-
tion, thus eliminating the dependence of the largest resolvable
displacement on the size of match template. In the present work,
the search area at each level is kept constant at 3 3 pixels and
the match template size at 5 5 pixels for all levels of computa-
tion. The algorithm has been implemented using simple thresh-
olding based on the confidence level of an estimated displace-
ment vector [23].

Then, contrast and motion features are combined into
the vector and converted to densities by fitting
a multivariate Gaussian to their distribution in the image,

, where represent the mean
vector and the covariance matrix of the features in the
frame, respectively. In this way, as discussed in [11], the
saliency of a point is proportional to , being large
when the feature is unexpected, in agreement with Shannon’s
definition of information.

It is worth noting that here, differently from [11], the dimen-
sionality of is low with respect to the number of samples
(number of frame pixels) and the parameters are ob-
tained via classic maximum-likelihood estimates. In order to
check the stability of this simple approximation we also ex-
perimented with Bayesian maximum-likelihood estimation of

, and a more general approximations of via
a Gaussian-mixture model. The former provided similar results
to classic maximum-likelihood, while the second, as expected,
performed better in terms of pdf approximation, but only a slight
improvement was noticed in terms of salient point locations and
from the standpoint of the final FOA location. However, this im-
provement could be achieved only when the correct number of
mixture components was available, but since such number is not
evident for saliency distribution on generic frames, then iterative
model selection must be used, but this is computationally un-
feasible on a per frame basis. Eventually, a single multivariate
Gaussian was chosen as the most convenient trade-off.

2) Novelties: The distribution is used to repre-
sent the probability that an object is present, given observed low
level features. At this level, in the absence of other information,
a new object is more likely to occur where novelties in the scene
occur, i.e., . Thus, if an object moves,
appears/disappears, or some previously present object changes
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Fig. 1. Face detection steps. (a) Original image. (b) Skin map. (c) Candidate
eyes. (d) Resulting candidate face. (e) Final likelihood.

in brightness, then the novelty features bring this informa-
tion into the process.

Novelty features are obtained at the lowest level of the
image intensity Gaussian pyramid as the difference between
three subsequent frames , by first
obtaining two difference frames as ,

; then, the novelty map is obtained as
where , is a suitable combi-

nation function, namely a normalized sum.
Note also that for the purpose of encoding attention as trig-

gered by events (e.g., pop-in or pop-out) we need not to distin-
guish between added and deleted information.

Similarly to saliency features, novelty features are mapped
to probabilities by fitting an univariate Gaussian ( is
actually a scalar field) to their distribution in the image

.

B. Perceptual Analysis: Detecting the Presence of Faces

As previously discussed, top-down control of the fixation
point is provided by the presence of faces. In a nutshell, the
strategy we follow to detect faces is a coarse-to-fine strategy: 1)
evaluate whether skin-like regions are present within the frame,
so as to determine a preliminary spatial domain for faces; 2)
restrict the domain to skin regions where eyes are likely to
occur and determine the bounding boxes of candidate faces;
3) for each candidate evaluate its likelihood of actually being
a face by considering cues related to skin distribution, textural
symmetry and shape. The process is summarized in Fig. 1 in
terms of intermediate results.

More formally, turning back to (7), top-down information is
related to the likelihood of observing skin regions
together with the likelihood that face features be observed in
a skin region , where the joint likelihood is
weighted by prior information .

1) Finding Skin Regions: The skin likelihood
is determined by using only color information, i.e., , the
latter being a vector in the opponent color space, and modeled
at each point , as a mixture of Gaussians

(8)

weights represent the mixing coefficients and
is a multivariate Gaussian function of .

Note that, we can consider the covariance matrices being
diagonal because of the choice of the opponent color space.

The parameters and the mixing coefficients are learned via
the DEM algorithm [24], a variant of the well known Expecta-
tion-Maximization algorithm. To this end we follow the proce-
dure described by Jones and Rehg [25], and we assume
fixed.

When the skin likelihood function is available, the segmenta-
tion of the frame to produce a skin map is straightforward [25].
The skin map is then exploited to compute the face likelihood.

2) Locating Candidate Face Regions: Under the assumption
that multiple faces could occur in the viewed scene, it is advan-
tageous to determine a support set of regions where candidate
faces may be located. The skin map provides a preliminary set,
which however may embed non face regions. To further restrict
the domain, we take into account structural face cues, namely
the presence of eyes. Eye detection is performed by taking into
account symmetry properties and gray level variations.

The suitability of symmetry operators to detect eyes and facial
features has been demonstrated since Reisfeld’s work [26]. Here
we use the discrete symmetry transform (DST, [27]) which for
eye detection has provided results comparable with [26], while
being computationally more efficient. Candidate eye points are
marked if where , is an
adaptive threshold relying upon average and standard deviation,

respectively, of the frame DST; correspondingly, a
symmetry map is obtained. Then, by taking into account gray
level variations as in [28], an eye analogue map is derived, which
is eventually combined with the symmetry map through an AND
operation, obtaining a global eye map.

Eventually, the support domain of regions that are likely to
belong to faces is obtained by combining skin and eye maps,
through simple geometrical conditions followed by an AND op-
eration; then, the face bounding region, denoted , is com-
puted and a list of candidate faces produced. Faces already de-
tected are masked to avoid multiple detection of the same faces.

3) Face Likelihood: Once the list of face bounding re-
gions is available, the joint likelihood

of each candidate face is
estimated by taking into account the contributions of face
appearance cues such as skin distribution, texture and shape,
through the following factorization:

(9)

In order to compute skin likelihood , the
skin occupancy ratio in the candidate face box is calculated,

, where is the number of points in the
skin map occurring in the face box, and the area of the
box. Clearly, the skin likelihood should grow proportional to
skin occupancy, which we formalize in the following density:

(10)

Here the parameter plays the double role of upper limiting
, and thus its contribution to the overall face

likelihood ((9)), while controlling the non-linearity of the den-
sity function: a low (e.g., 0.1) provides a linear behavior but
with limited contribution; higher values determine a non linear
growing likelihood function slowly saturating near the upper
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limit of 1. In our experiments, we used , which con-
strains the likelihood within the range [0, 0.8].

To estimate the texture contribution to face likelihood,
namely , the textural symmetry of the two
cheek regions (areas below eyes and at the side of nose, re-
ferring to the eye map) is used as in [29]. It is characterized
through the ratio
of the gray level variance of right and left cheeks, obtained
from the top level of the orientation pyramid. Note that optimal
symmetry should correspond to .

Texture symmetry is accounted for by the likelihood function

(11)

The rationale behind this model is twofold: 1) to limit the con-
tribution of texture cues to the joint likelihood ((9)) with respect
to shape and skin cues, because texture features are more sen-
sitive to noise in video streams than shape and skin ones (here,

); 2) to control the steepness of like-
lihood decrease, which should be taken into account to reduce
the influence of spectacles and skin tone. The latter issue is con-
trolled by the value of the parameter, higher values providing
a steeper decrease; in our experiments we found that
provides reliable results.

Eventually, shape likelihood encodes
structural knowledge about faces, related to eyes and mouth as
provided by chromatic information and prior knowledge of their
relative location. For each candidate face we evaluate eyes and
mouth appearance based on features derived from chromatic in-
formation [30], and eventually determine their likelihood with
respect to a reference binary template with support . For-
mally

(12)

where, and de-
note the joint probability of observing left and right eye features
and the probability of observing mouth features with reference
to the template , respectively; the appearance of eyes and
mouth relies upon chromatic features [30].

Eye likelihood is obtained as

(13)

where ,
, and are the regions of left and right eyes in

the template , respectively, and is the difference between the
areas covered by each eye. The binary eye map is derived
from the observation that high blue-yellow and low red-green
values are found around the eyes [30]. In a similar way, mouth
likelihood is obtained as

(14)

with , where and
is the binary mouth map, computed under the assumption

that the color of mouth regions contains stronger red component

Fig. 2. Face detection result for a scene with multiple faces: on the left, the
original picture overlapped with face bounding boxes; the right picture repre-
sents the final likelihood as a gray level map.

and weaker blue component than other facial regions (cfr. [30]
for details). Once has been computed for each can-
didate face, the face is validated if , where

is a threshold that has been experimentally determined via
ROC analysis.

It is worth noting that when information on peculiar face cues
such as eyes, nose, mouth is not available, or unreliable due to
small scale of faces with respect to the global scene, then per-
ceptual cues will be mostly provided in the form of skin infor-
mation.

4) Prior Information: The term models the behavior
of an ideal observer gazing at point when an object of in-
terest is present within the scene. From a general standpoint, eye
tracking experiments show that observers are likely to be more
attracted by objects positioned at the center of the view field [17]
(which would be modeled by density ). Beyond such gen-
eral issue, we observed in eye-tracking experiments that when
multiple faces occur within the scene, in the absence of either
a given task or strong biases (one running person as opposed to
people standing still within the viewed scene), observers a priori
deploy attention to centrally or near centrally placed faces with
respect to peripheral ones, and that such behavior attenuates in
time due to a progressive loss of interest (habituation factor).
We model this effect through a Gaussian centered on the object
at , whose variance increases for increasing distance of the
object from the center of the frame ; the habituation factor
is taken as with . Thus

(15)

Note that, the habituation factor implicitly provides at the object
level a kind of inhibition of return [22].

In the context of this paper, since we are considering faces, the
prior probability that these are present within the observed
scene is simply a constant (e.g., for the kind of videos
we are dealing with in which faces are always present). A result
of the face detection module on a multiple face image is shown
in Fig. 2.

C. Exploiting Foveation for Adaptive Coding

The basic idea is to partition each video frame in smaller re-
gions, using the model to locate the FOA, and then increase the
compression rate for increasing distance of the considered re-
gion from the FOA.

For easy integration and better performance, we have imple-
mented an add-on to existing coders, rather than designing a
brand new compression algorithm. The foveation process is thus
conceived as a “filtering” process applied to the frames of the
video sequence; the filtered frames are then compressed through
the MPEG-4 baseline, a DCT-based block coder, to provide the
final compressed sequence.
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Recall that for each frame a unique FOA
is set. Then the maximum normalized frequency

detectable by the human eye, say , at a generic point
of the frame can be calculated as [9] (see [31] for

an in-depth discussion)

(16)

where is the viewing distance, and is a constant;
distance and coordinate measurements are in units of pixels.

Thus, if the image is lowpass filtered with a cut-off frequency
equal to , the human observer does not appreciate any quality
degradation. In other terms, the ideal foveation of an image
would consist of locally band-limiting the image at coordinates

to . Unfortunately, the straightforward use
of (16) bears a high computational cost since the maximum
detectable frequency must be calculated for each point.
To gain efficiency, we exploit the approximation proposed
in [9] in which only eight values of the maximum detectable
frequency are allowed. As a consequence the image is
partitioned in eight regions , each having constant
maximum detectable frequency ; in other terms, once a
fixation point has been determined, the continuous, exponential
decrease of the maximum detectable frequency from fixation
to periphery is approximated through a stepwise decreasing
function represented by the ordered set (see [9] for
implementation details).

The filtering process is applied to the luminance component
only, which mostly affects the compression ratio. The filtered
frames are eventually provided as input to the video coder.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we describe the experimental work carried on
for i) evaluating the performance of the face detection module,
ii) comparing the model with human observers, iii) assessing
the quality of the model compressed video sequence, and iv)
measuring the effects of top-down and bottom-up cues on the
perceived quality of the compressed sequence. Eventually, we
report the compression gain for various configurations of the
system.

1) Data Set: The modules related to face processing have
been tested on a face database including 220 examples from
the World Wide Web, H263 and MPEG4 videos. The database
contains color images taken under varying lighting conditions
and backgrounds. They contained either single and multiple (2
to 20) faces varying in position, scale and orientation (frontal,
near-frontal and half-profile views).

All the remaining experiments have been carried out on a
data set of 10 videos including two kinds of clips: outdoor clips
recorded in our campus, with natural statistics similar to the
outdoor video used in the subjective quality evaluation proce-
dure; indoor clips, recorded by us or publicly available, showing
people acting, moving and talking in laboratory/office environ-
ment. They range in duration from 10 to 16 seconds and have
different format, CIF to 800 600.1

1The video sequences can be viewed on the Natural Computation Laboratory
page: http://www.nclab.diiie.unisa.it/research.html

A. Face Detection

To test the algorithm, the database was divided into a training
set of 100 images (60 single face and 40 multiple faces) used
for training and tuning the face detection modules, and a test set
of 120 images (60 single and 60 multiple) used for performance
evaluation. The two sets have similar statistics in terms of skin
color, position, scale and orientation of faces.

The algorithm achieved 86.66% (52/60) of correct recogni-
tion rate in case of images of single faces. In 68.33% (41/60) of
the images with multiple faces, all the faces were correctly rec-
ognized, while some of them but not all were correctly recog-
nized in 18.33% (11/60) of the cases. The main source of error
in case of images with single face is the presence of skin-like
background, while in case of images containing many faces, the
main source of error is their reduced size.

B. Comparing Model’s Behavior With Human Observers’
Behavior

This first experiment was aimed at comparing model gener-
ated scanpaths with those eye-tracked from human observers.

In the sequel we will present the results of the experiments on
two video clips, both of them lasting about 13 seconds, with 30
fps, totaling 380 frames. All the frames are of -type, with one

-type frame (i.e., without any reference to any previous frames)
every 60 frames. They have been chosen after performing the
experiments on the whole video set because they are represen-
tative of the different behaviors exhibited by the system across
all the videos. In particular, they represent how the system reacts
to increasing levels of complexity of the scene, and highlight the
role played by bottom-up and top-down cues for controlling the
gaze shift. It is also worth noting that they do not represent the
cases when the proposed system exhibits its best performance.

In the first one, the One man walking clip, there is a person
walking towards the camera in an empty corridor. In the last
frames of the video a person appears in the top right part of
the background. Nothing else is relevant. Thus, the gaze shift
is mostly driven by face perceptual cues, and only at the end
bottom-up modules may compete with top-down ones because
of the sudden appearance of the person in the background.

The second sequence, Two men walking, introduces one more
stimulus in the scene with respect to the previous clip. It was
recorded in the same environment as the first one, but there is an-
other person that appears on the scene, shoulder to the camera,
and walks towards the main subject. Thus, top-down controls
the gaze shift most of the time, but when the person enters the
scene and moves away, bottom-up processes triggered by nov-
elty and motion compete with object-based cues in attracting the
attention of the observer.

1) Building a Reference Scanpath: The actual scanpath de-
pends on the eye-motor skill of the observers in such a way that
even when two observers attended at the same target, during
the saccade their eyes may move at different speeds and/or
may follow different trajectories, ending up in different points
around the object/region representing the ideal target. Hence,
albeit looking at the same objects in the same temporal order,
their actual scanpaths can be different. Thus, two problems need
to be solved to assess the performance of the model: finding
a measure of similarity flexible enough to accommodate for
a kind of inexact matching between scanpaths, and define the
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Fig. 3. One man walking. (a)–(b) Distance � between the FOAs. (c) Similarity � between simulated and reference scanpath with/without face detection.

Fig. 4. Two men walking. (a)–(b) Distance � between the FOAs. (c) Similarity � between simulated and reference scanpath with/without face detection.

scanpath to whom the scanpath generated by the model should
be compared.

To solve the first problem, we assume in this study that two
scanpaths are similar when their FOAs are spatially and tem-
porally close. The similarity between two scanpaths is then
computed as follows: 1. Perform a temporal scanning of the two
scanpaths and extract the frames in which both the observers
have a fixation (note that a FOA lasts about 300 msec, which
correspond to a few frames); 2. For each frame, calculate the
distance between the FOAs of the two subjects; 3. Increment
the number of successes each time is smaller than a given
threshold .

The similarity is expressed as the ratio between the number
of successes and the number of frames extracted in the first
step. Apparently, such straightforward definition does not pe-
nalize temporal mismatches in fixations between two observers;
clearly, this issue could be addressed by weighting with the
ratio between the number of frames corresponding to the fixa-
tions of both observers, and the largest among the number of
frames corresponding to the fixations of each observer. How-
ever, we have not exploited the latter option because during the
experiments to validate the reference scanpath we found evi-
dence that such scaling factor was very similar among different
pairs of observers.

As with regards to the second problem, we tackled it by
defining a “reference” scanpath, which was compared against
the scanpath of our model. Intuitively, such reference scanpath
(reference, in the sequel) should include the FOAs common
to many observers, while leaving out the FOAs that are ob-
server-specific. The algorithm for computing the reference
is the following: 1. For each frame, compute the distances
between the FOAs of each pair of observers. If one or both the
observers do not have a FOA on that frame set this distance
to a very high value; 2. Cluster the FOAs whose distances
are smaller than a given threshold ; 3. Discard the clusters
whose FOAs are common to a set of observers whose number
is smaller than a given threshold ; 4. Select the largest cluster
among the existent ones; 5. Locate a FOA in correspondence
of its center of mass.

2) Subjects: The experiment involved 30 subjects, 13 males
and 17 females. All the subjects were students of the school
of engineering at our university, aged 19 to 26, with normal
vision. None of them was aware of the specific purpose of the
experiments.

3) Test Environment and Experiment Design: The subjects
seated in front of a 17 LCD monitor at about 60 cm distance.
The two videos were presented with a resolution of 800 600
at their real pixel size. This setting was adopted to avoid that
most of the relevant information in the scene fell within a single
foveation. The lighting conditions were of constant artificial
light. Under these conditions, the radius of the foveated re-
gion where no filtering occurs is approximately 80 pixels.

No specific instructions were provided to the subjects: they
were just told to look at the two video clips for what they be-
lieved was interesting. Their scanpaths were recorded by using
an ASL504 eye-tracking system, coupled with a magnetic head-
tracker to avoid restraining the subject head while looking at the
clips. The recorded scanpaths were then processed as described
before for obtaining the reference used to evaluate our model.

4) Results: The plots in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 describe quan-
titatively the results of the experiment for each video clip.
The leftmost plots show the distance in pixel between the
FOAs of the reference and those generated by our model, as a
function of time. The plot on the top refers to the case when
only the bottom-up module is active, while the one on the
bottom represents the system behavior when both bottom-up
and top-down modules are switched on. The rightmost plot
reports the similarity between the reference and those gen-
erated by our model, when the top-down channel is turned off
and on. These plots were calculated for different values of ,
the threshold used to decide whether different FOAs belong
to the same cluster. For selecting the value of , we observe
that, as mentioned before, in the given viewing condition the
fovea corresponds to a circular spot whose radius is about 80
pixels. Accordingly, we have assumed that two observers look
at the same spot when their FOAs overlap, at least partially.
Thus, ranges in the interval [60, 100]. The plots confirm
the plausibility of our assumption, in that the similarity is
not heavily influenced by the actual value of . Therefore, we
have set , for all the remaining experiments.

For the One man walking, the top-left plot (Fig. 3) shows that
in case of bottom-up alone, is larger than most of the time,
because human observers keep the gaze on the face all the time,
while the model is constantly driven by conspicuity and mo-
tion, and only occasionally the FOAs of the two are close. This
behavior is also highlighted by the peak appearing after approx-
imately 12 seconds: the model is triggered by the novelty of
the person appearing in the background, while the reference ob-
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Fig. 5. Model generated scanpaths with and without face detection compared with the reference on an excerpt of Two men walking. Crosses show the FOAs of
the reference, circles represent the FOAs obtained using the full model and triangles those generated by the model when face detection is turned off.

server seems not to note it. On the contrary, the plot at the bottom
show that after the face is detected, roughly 9 seconds after the
beginning, the simulated FOAs and those of the reference coin-
cide. It is worth noting that, in this case, the model, much like the
human observer, is insensitive to the pop-up due to the person
appearing in the background. This behavior is reflected in the
similarity plot. Apparently, is only slightly improved when
the top-down module is active, but, as noted above, the face de-
tection works only for about 4 seconds. If only the last 6 seconds
of the sequence are considered, jumps to 80% when face de-
tection is on.

A similar behavior is observed in the case of the Two men
walking clip. Human observers keep the gaze on the face of the
main subject, without being distracted by the subject moving
away from the camera. The pure bottom-up model, on the con-
trary, is triggered by novelty and motion, so as to initially focus
on the subject moving away from the camera, who is much
bigger in size, and then switching to the one approaching the
camera when it becomes larger than the other one. Thus, only
in this last part of the video there is some overlap between the
FOAs of the model with the reference ones, although the former
are never located on the face. The behavior of the top-down
module is similar for the first half of the clip, but when the face
is detected, the FOAs generated by the model almost completely
overlap with the reference ones. In this case, however, the sim-
ilarity plot doesn’t show any difference between the two cases
because the distances between the FOA of the pure bottom-up
model and the reference ones are smaller than the threshold .

To gain a better insight of the behavior of the model and of the
similarity measure in the latter case, Fig. 5 presents some results
obtained on the video clip. In particular, it is worth noting that,
when the size of the two subjects becomes almost the same, the
distance between the FOAs generated by pure bottom-up model
and those of the reference becomes smaller than , although
the actual FOAs do not overlap.

C. Foveated Compression Performance Evaluation (DMOS)

This experiment is aimed at evaluating both the quality of the
proposed compression technique and the compression gain.

We will present the results of these experiments on three
video clips, CIF format 4:2:0. They have been chosen after per-
forming the experiment on the whole video set because they are
representative of the system behavior across all the videos. In
particular, two of them (Akiyo and News) have been selected
because largely used in the literature and therefore should allow
a better comparison between our method and those proposed by

other authors. Each clip lasts 10 seconds, with 30 fps, totaling
300 frames. All frames are of -type, with one -type frame
every 60 frames.

The first sequence is the Akiyo clip (A), where both the back-
ground and foreground are quite static since it is a shot of studio
TV news where the speaker’s face is viewed frontally. Nothing
else is relevant in the scene. Thus, the gaze shift is driven mostly
by face perceptual cues.

The second sequence is the Homemade clip (H), specifi-
cally recorded for the experiments. The clip shows an outdoor
close-up of a young man talking to the camera. During the shot
a car enters the field of view, somehow animating the back-
ground. The car moves from right to left, being hidden when
passing behind the head of the young man. Thus, top-down
controls the gaze shift most of the time, but when the car enters
the scene and moves around, bottom-up processes triggered
by novelty and motion compete with object-based cues in
attracting the attention of the observer.

An even more complex sequence is the third one, News (N).
This clip is richer in stimuli, in that there are two speakers in
the foreground (“head and shoulders”), and the background is
animated by two ballet dancers whose face sizes are however
very small compared to those of the speakers. Thus, gaze shift
control results from two levels of competition: the competition
between the faces of the two speakers, and the one between top
down and bottom-up cues.

A fourth video sequence, the well known Mother and
Daughter clip, (Mother for short, M) has been used as placebo
during the experiments reported in the following.

1) Test Method and Experiment Design: The quality evalua-
tion has been estimated following the protocol reported in the
Recommendation P.910 of ITU-T [21]. This protocol, called
DCR, Degradation Category Rating, implies the presentation of
pairs of video sequences: the first stimulus presented in each
pair is the reference, (in our case the original video), while the
second stimulus is the source under test (in our case the foveated
video). Each video is presented for 10 seconds, with 2 seconds
of black screen between the first and the second sequence. After
the reproduction of the pair, there are 10 seconds for the observer
to rate the quality of the second video with regards to the first
one. The following five-level scale for rating the impairment has
been used: Imperceptible; Perceptible but not annoying; Slightly
annoying; Annoying; Very annoying.

2) Source Signals: As mentioned before, the purpose of this
experiment was to evaluate the perceived degradation of the
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MPEG-4 encoded video sequences due to the foveation filtering
process. Each pair of video clips required by the DCR protocol
was made by an MPEG-4 video sequence encoded with a vari-
able quantization coefficient followed by the same video clip
filtered by foveation and MPEG-4 encoded with the same quan-
tization coefficient . In the following, we will denote by
and respectively, the first and the second video clip of
each pair. Eventually, the placebo and its identical replica has
been added to the source signal, to evaluate the reliability of
the test. To appraise the influence of the MPEG coding on the
quality perceived by the subjects, every pair but the placebo one
has been encoded with , 3, 6, 10, 15. The placebo has been
encoded with , regardless of the quantization factor of the
other stimulus pairs. In order to reduce the stress on subjects,
this experiment has been performed by showing to each subject
a sequence containing only three video clips and the placebo
one, so as have the same number of observers for each video
and for each quantization parameter. Thus, for each session, we
have , 2, 3.

3) Subjects: The test involved 100 voluntary subjects, 53 fe-
males and 47 males. All of them were Italian, with the following
characteristics: 1) age inclusive between 18 and 40 years; 2)
72% were undergraduate students and the remaining 28% grad-
uate; 3) 59% were students from humanistic schools, while the
remainder were from scientific schools; nearly all the graduates,
had instead a scientific degree; 4) none of the subjects had any
precedent knowledge on the theories inherent the test as well as
on the purpose of the experiment.

4) Instruction to Subject and Training Session: Before
starting the test, the subjects were told that they would have
seen four video clip pairs, and that their task would have been
to rate the quality of the second video clip of each pair in
comparison to the first one. To this purpose, they were provided
with a form containing the following instructions (in Italian):
“For each video clip that will be presented on the screen look
at what you believe are the most interesting things happening.
Rate the difference between the second clip of the pair with
respect to the first one by using the rating scale reported in the
form. Please, fill the form with your age, sex high-school degree,
university degree (if any) and the school you are attending at
the university. When ready, click on start to begin the session”.

5) Tests Environment: All the experimental session took
place in a computer room with 30 workstations. Each worksta-
tion was equipped as follows: 1) a PC with a CPU Intel Pentium
IV 2.60 GHz, 1 GB RAM, a video card ALL-IN-WONDERS
9200 SERIES, and a Monitor PHILIPS 170B4; 2) Microsoft
Windows 2000—Service Pack 4 operating system; 3) OptiPix-
Plus software to play the video: this software is very light and
permits the reduction of the bar on the screen.

As regards viewing conditions, every viewer seated at a dis-
tance of 75 cm from the monitor; the video size was of 352
288 pixels (CIF Format). This viewing distance was chosen so
as to simulate the typical viewing distance in case of a PDA,
which is the target device for the application. In particular, we
have considered that: 1) the typical viewing distance for a PDA
screen is about 45 cm; 2) a PDA HP iPAQ H5550 series has a
screen size of 8 6 cm; 3) on the PHILIPS Monitor with a res-

TABLE I
VIEWING CONDITIONS

TABLE II
DCR MOS RESULTS

Fig. 6. DCR MOS result (the � axis represents the perceived quality).

olution of 800 600 pixels, the dimension of a CIF image is 15
12 cm.
Table I reports the actual value of the parameters that specify

the viewing conditions.
6) Test Procedure: As already mentioned, 4 video pairs were

shown to every viewer: the first three of the type Mq(i), FMq(i),
the fourth one, the placebo, of the type Mq(4), Mq(4).

To avoid any possible bias, the order of presentation of the
first three pairs was differently shuffled for each viewer, as it will
be explained in the next subsection, but all the pairs shown to a
viewer were encoded with the same value for . Thus, recalling
that we have used 5 different values of , for any given we had
20 subjects evaluating each of the four pairs.

7) Results: The quantitative results of the experiment are re-
ported in Table II and in Fig. 6. In the table, each row refers
to a different value of the quantization coefficient and reports
the average score and the standard deviation for each video se-
quence, respectively. The scores were obtained by assigning 5
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TABLE III
INFLUENCE OF STIMULUS ORDER ON THE MOS RESULTS. NH, AH, MH,

DENOTE News/Homemade, Akiyo/Homemade, Mother/Homemade

points to the best quality (imperceptible), down to 1 point as-
signed to the worst one (very annoying). The data in the table
allow for either general comments about the behavior of the sub-
jects independently on the stimulus, and for more specific re-
marks.

First of all, the data on the video Mother undoubtedly sug-
gests that the subjects who participate to the experiment were
not biased: they consistently rated the quality of the placebo
video sequence as the best one. On the other hand, the stan-
dard deviation is unexpectedly high, indicating that, depending
on the video clip, the rating varies from 1 to 4 or from 2 to 5,
and such a behavior seems in contrast with the previous obser-
vation on the reliability of the test. Actually, this behavior can be
explained by the data reported in Table III. They show, for dif-
ferent values of the quantization coefficient , the rating for the
video Homemade depending on the first video of the sequence.
As table shows, when the video is the first in the sequence, or
when the first video of the sequence is News, whose quality is
worst, Homemade receives a higher score than in the cases when
the first video of the sequence is either Akiyo or Mother, whose
quality is better. Independently of the order, moreover, the stan-
dard deviation is much smaller than in the previous cases, as
expected. Similar data have been obtained for the other video
clips. As a whole, they suggest that the first stimulus is often
used by the subject for a personal tuning of the DMOS scale,
and such a tuning strongly affects the evaluations made later.

D. Comparison With Pure Bottom-Up Cues

This experiment was aimed at evaluating the improvement in
the perceived quality of compressed video sequence due to the
use of top-down cues as opposed to pure low level cues. The
experiment has been performed for all the 10 video clips of our
data set, but, as before and for the same reasons, we will show
the results on the same video clips used in the previous section.

1) Test Method and Experiment Design: The comparison
has been carried on by following the ACR (Absolute Category
Rating) protocol III-C. As in the previous experiment, a five-
level scale was used for rating: Excellent; Good; Fair; Unsatis-
factory; Poor.

2) Source Signals: For each of the 3 video clips, the sequence
of stimuli required by the ACR protocol was made of 3 video
sequences, all of them MPEG-4 encoded with . The first
one was the original sequence, the second one was filtered by the
FOAs detected by using only bottom-up cues, the third and last
filtered by using the full model. After this sequence, a placebo

TABLE IV
ACR MOS RESULTS

one, made of 3 identical replica of the clip Mother was shown
to each subject to evaluate the reliability of the test.

3) Subjects: For this experiments, we involved 60 subjects.
Their characteristics were similar to those employed in the pre-
vious experiment, but none of them was involved in both.

4) Instruction to Viewers and Training Session: Before
starting the test, the subjects were told that they would have
seen 6 video clips, and that their task would have been to rate
the quality of each of them. To this purpose, they were provided
with a form containing the following instructions (in Italian):
For each video clip that will be presented on the screen look
at what you believe are the most interesting things happening
and rate its quality by using the scale reported in the form.
Please, fill the form with your age, sex high-school degree,
university degree (if any) and the school you are attending at
the university. When ready, click on start to begin the session.

5) Test Environment: The test environment was the same
used in the previous experiment.

6) Test Procedure: To every viewer 6 video sequences were
shown. The first 3 were randomly shuffled among different
viewers in such a way to have 20 viewers for each of the 3 video
clips used in the experiments, while the placebo was shown to
all of them.

7) Results: The quantitative results of the experiment are
reported in Table IV, in terms of the average score and the
standard deviation for each video sequence. The scores were
obtained by assigning 5 points to the best quality (excellent),
down to 1 point assigned to the worst one (unbearable), and
averaging them among the 20 viewers to which each clip was
shown. Note that the first row of the table, reporting the score
for the original placebo, is meant just to provide the upper limit
to the score assigned by the viewers. The data on the “Orig-
inal” clips confirm the reliability of the test, as well as the ab-
sence of any bias among the subjects, in that the quality of
the unfiltered sequences is consistently better than in case of
the filtered ones. The data in the second and in the third row
show that including top-down face-based cues significantly im-
proved the quality of the video sequence with respect to those
processed only by bottom-up cues. The results confirm that the
perceived quality of the video sequence increases as far as the
foveation provided by the system resembles that of the sub-
jects. Eventually, the data on the fourth row, show that when
the top-down cues are less reliable, the perceived quality only
slightly decreases. Overall, the comparison between the data in
the “BU+TD” column and in the “Original” column indicates
that the gain in the perceived video quality when object-based
cues are properly exploited is much bigger than when they are
misleading, as for the video News. Those trends are better illus-
trated in Fig. 7.
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TABLE V
BIT RATE (kbps) AND FILE SIZE (KB) ARE REPORTED FOR BOTH � � �������� AND 	 � 	
�����, AND THEN � � �
�������
� ����

Fig. 7. ACR MOS result (the � axis represents the perceived quality).

E. Compression Gain

Table V reports the file sizes obtained by encoding the orig-
inal sequence and the filtered one as explained in Section III,
for the five different values of the quantization parameter . The
compression gain for a given is eventually expressed, in per-
centage, as the ratio , where is
the file size of the original video sequence and the file size
of the filtered one. The data show that, as expected, the com-
pression gain due to foveation decreases for increasing quanti-
zation factor. They also suggest that for a specific video, when
the target bit rate is below some value, the foveation process it-
self will be ineffective because the gain is too small. Eventually,
the data provide evidence that the video sequence Homemade
exhibits the highest compression rate since having a great deal
of high frequency details due to the camera flickering.

The bolded entries in Table V refer to cases when, due to the
setting of the quantization parameter, the difference between
the perceived quality of the original and foveated sequence is
the smallest. It is worth noting that in case of the
Akiyo clip and in case of the Homemade one. Since
those values are smaller than the standard deviations reported
in Table II, it is reasonable to claim that the reported compres-
sion gains, namely 26.88 and 36.22 respectively, were achieved
without reducing the perceived quality of the video. This seems
not to be the case for the News clip, since there , more
than twice bigger than the standard deviation. Nonetheless, the
compression gain of 12.85 is still meaningful because, during
another DMOS experiment, performed under the same condi-
tions as before with , in which 20 viewers were shown
only this sequence, 6 viewers rated the difference as perceptible,
10 as slightly annoying and only 4 of them rated it as very an-
noying.

F. Computational Complexity

As regards the efficiency of the method, consider that each
frame in the video sequence is a color image having spatial sup-

port on the lattice , and denote the lattice dimension
(number of samples points in )

The complexity of bottom-up processing relates to pyramid
computation, static/dynamic saliency and the detection of nov-
elties. Multi-resolution pyramid is an method for com-
puting a sampled scale space. For what concerns motion anal-
ysis, we implemented Anandan’s, correlation based algorithm,
but used the sum of absolute differences (SAD) instead of the
SSD for efficiency reasons. Considering a patch radius and
a search radius a straightforward implementation would re-
quire pixel comparisons, but since there are re-
dundant comparisons one can reduce to by storing
intermediate results (which however increases memory band-
width). Novelty features are obtained via frame difference,
thus their computation is linear in the lattice dimension. Since it
is calculated at the lowest level of the image intensity Gaussian
pyramid, namely at scale 4, a reduction factor 1:16 is achieved
with respect to , thus the time complexity of this step is given
by time units. Thus, the complexity of bottom analysis
is .

Top-down analysis involves the preliminary skin detection,
the formation of a candidate face list, and face likelihood
computation. Skin detection relies upon a Gaussian mixture
density classifier, which is significantly expensive along the
training phase of skin and non-skin mixture models. However,
after training, classification only requires all Gaussians to be
evaluated in computing the probability of a single color value,
followed by comparison between values, which can be done
in constant time; thus, skin classification is ; note that
classification time can be further reduced by using look-up
tables; clearly, this solution increases memory requirements
that otherwise only require storage of the pdf floating point
parameters ( 1 Kbyte). The result of this step is a skin map
with spatial support in some regions of , say . The
DST has a complexity , being the radius of the circle
around the point in which symmetry is evaluated. Meanwhile,
the eye analogue map is obtained at the highest resolution level
of the image intensity Gaussian pyramid, that is the original
intensity channel of the frame and is calculated by
checking if pixel values satisfy a number of constraints,
all based on the computation of an averaging function over
a window of dimensions and centered on ;
by factorizing the summation over the window into a row
summation followed by a column summation [28], averaging
can be computed in time for all , no matter the window
dimension. Thus, the computational complexity of candidate
face box placement is determined by the DST step, and can
be accomplished in time. Assume a number of
candidate faces in the observed frame, and that each candidate
face box , has dimension . In order to assess
the reliability of a candidate face, note that skin distribution
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE FRAME PROCESSING TIME

and its corresponding likelihood is linear in the candidate face
support, ; since each cheek area has approximately

dimension, the computation of the ratio and
related likelihood function ((11)) is ; the operations
to find the eye map and the mouth map are both linear in the
number of pixels of the face support , while comparison
with template is and , for eyes
and mouth, respectively, with Thus, for a
given frame, face likelihood computation is .

As a final remark, foveation coding is assumed equivalent
to filtering an image and its computational complexity is al-
most the same as that for separable 2-D FIR filtering of video
frames [9], if performed in the spatial domain and much faster
in the DCT domain. For instance, in terms of overhead rela-
tive to the uniform resolution baseline H.263 encoder, spatial
domain foveation approximately introduces a 27% overhead,
and DCT domain foveation a 1.5% overhead [31]. Summing up,
we can expect that most of the time per frame will be spent in
the optical flow stage, for what concerns the bottom-up com-
putation; it is worth noting, that although pyramid construction
is linear in time with the number of pixels, it requires a suf-
ficient memory bandwidth, with special reference to the over-
complete representation of oriented pyramids (see [22], and [32]
for detailed discussion). At the same time the DST dominates
the top-down computation; also, note that face likelihood algo-
rithms will have higher efficiency, either in space and time, since
only performing on a sparse representation of the frame (face
boxes) . This is experimentally confirmed from the
results obtained and reported in Table VI showing the average
processing time per frame on a PC with a CPU Intel Pentium
IV 2.40 GHz, 1 GB RAM. It is worth noting that the current
prototype has been implemented using the Java programming
language, running in Windows XP operating system, without
any specific optimization. Clearly, for time critical applications,
the bottlenecks of the proposed method, could be easily reduced
by resorting to existing hardware implementation of pyramidal
representations ([33]) and more efficient realizations of the op-
tical-flow scheme, such as real-time optimization [34] or the
multiscale algorithm with complexity proposed by Liu
et al. [35]. Also the DST can gain significant speed-up if a fast
version is considered [27].

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have proposed an approach to video compression that re-
lies on a foveation model in order to automatically determine the
fixation points. The model does not rely on purely bottom-up
mechanisms, but attempts to account for the cooperation/com-
petition between bottom-up/spatial-based and top-down/object-
based cues, namely the presence of human faces in video. Once
a FOA is located on a frame, this can be partitioned in sub-re-
gions so to increase the compression rate as the distance be-
tween each considered region and the FOA increases.

The integration of bottom-up and top-down information has
been conceived within a Bayesian framework. The elegant work
of Torralba [11] shares with the work presented here the ap-
proach of solving cue integration from “first principles”, which
in a Bayesian framework amounts to the extensive use of Bayes’
rule to merge physical information with contextual informa-
tion. In a similar way, we define low-level saliency in terms
of Shannon’s information (inverse probability ), al-
though we take into account a wider set of low-level cues, like
color and motion and novelty features, since dealing with tem-
poral information; also, due to the dynamics of the scene, habit-
uation factors are modeled. Beyond the fact that [11] does not
address the problem of video and video coding, one major dif-
ference is in the use of contextual features; here we do not take
into account neither scene context (thus avoiding the controver-
sial use of global features), nor scene constraints on objects (for
us a face can either appear in outdoor natural scene or in indoor
environments).

For what concerns the specific issue of exploiting face cues
for video coding, Daly et al. [36] have developed methods that
adapt quantization in video coding according to human visual
sensitivity, under the assumption that the viewer will most likely
gaze at human faces. However, they strictly address video phone
and video conferencing applications and this way they are able
to assume that faces can be obtained by simple frame difference,
while we avoid such restrictions and allow other moving ob-
jects to be present in the scene. They also exploit one foveation
point, though their method similarly to the one proposed here
could in principle be extended to multiple points. Yang and
Robertson [37], more similarly to the work presented here, ex-
ploit a face detection technique based on color and structural
features, which improves over [36]; however they do not address
the foveation problem and handle multiple faces in the frame-
work of multiple region of interest coding.

The model has been validated by directly comparing its
scanpath to a “reference” one, obtained by a suitable merge of
the scanpaths of human observers provided by an eye-tracker.
Such a validation procedure was a demanding task, since eye
movements depend on many factors, often involving cognitive
evaluation of the scene. Moreover, different observers exhibit
different eye movements idiosyncrasies. The experiments have
shown that integrating top-down face cues with bottom-up/spa-
tial based information leads to a model whose scanpaths are
very similar to those of human observers and that this is inde-
pendent on the semantic content of the video clip.

The performance of the video compression system, evaluated
with respect to the perceived quality of the foveated videos, al-
lows for the following observations. The high score attained by
Akiyo is due to its simplicity: as already noted, face perceptual
processing is the only one which comes into play: the compres-
sion gain can be achieved without compromising quality. For
what concerns the Homemade sequence, most of the time the
FOA is placed in the center of the speaking head and it mimics
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Fig. 8. Scanpaths generated by the model and by exploiting low-level/spatial-based cues alone compared with the reference on the News clip. Crosses show the
FOAs of the reference, circles represent the FOAs obtained using the full model and triangles those generated by the bottom-up model.

the observer’s behavior until the car enters the scene. At this
point the low-level processes are suddenly activated. However,
the saliency of the moving car is still lower than that of the face,
and thus the model keeps the gaze on the face. As time passes
by, the habituation factor reduces the relevance of the face and
eventually the moving car becomes the most relevant object in
the scene: at this point the model shifts the FOA towards the car,
which is not likely to correspond to an actual observer gaze.

The poor score attained by News mainly depends on both the
strong bias towards faces and the reduced size of the dancers,
which leads to weak bottom-up cues. Accordingly, the FOAs
move from one speaker’s head to the other’s, only relying on
face placement and on habituation. On the contrary, as it is
shown in Fig. 8, human observers focus on the dancers and
pay attention to the speakers only occasionally. This is an in-
teresting example of how human observers’ behavior is biased
by cognitive assumptions (relying upon the fact that speaker’s
faces are unlikely to undergo a sudden change in TV news con-
text), henceforth dynamically adapting the loss of interest factor.
Modeling such a behavior is clearly beyond the purpose of this
paper. The pure bottom-up model is dominated by motion and
therefore keeps the gaze constantly on the dancers, very simi-
larly to human observers.

The unsatisfactory performance on News, indicates some
directions for further investigation. For instance, performance
could be improved in a combined video-audio stream by
placing the FOA on the head of the person who is actually
speaking, through a suitable lip movement detector. Also,
a more sophisticated model of eye motor control could be
developed so to simulate the persistence of the FOA, which
for a human observer is about 0.3 sec. This means that a FOA
should persist for at least 7–8 frames, assuming that the video
is captured at 30 fps. In our current model, on the contrary, we
locate one FOA on each frame and this leads to a much higher
frequency of saccadic movements with respect to those of
human observers. While this high frequency of saccades does
not introduce any artifact in static or slowly moving scenes, it
may become one of the sources of the “loss of synchronism”
between the model and the human observers, which is one of
the factors in determining the unsatisfactory performance—in
terms of perceived quality—in the case at hand. Eventually,
to improve the perceived quality and obtain a less “blocky”
foveation, the pyramidal coding technique proposed in [38]
could be used in place of [9].

A distinctive aspect of this study is quality evaluation through
the standard DMOS procedure during a measurement campaign
involving 100 subjects. Such extensive campaign has shown
that integrated foveation represents an effective way to further
improve the compression gain of existing MPEG-4 encoders
without compromising the quality of the video. The comparison

of the results achieved in the experiments indicates that exploita-
tion of top-down cues is always a good choice, since the gain in
the perceived quality due to consistent exploitation of percep-
tual cues is much higher than the loss that may occur when such
cues are unreliable or poorly handled.
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